German Secret Armament Codes until 1945
by Michael Heidler
Temporary sold out / will be reprinted soon!

Right after World War I, Germany started covert rearmament operations. The numerical and alphabetical secret manufacturers codes on German ordnance items have always been a topic of interest to collectors. The book explains the development of the code systems from the early system of abbreviations until the well known letter-codes of World War II step by step by reference to many original documents.

- Over 500 pages!
- Over 9300 codes!
- Text part in German and English language!

The book is sorted in two ways (after codes and after company-names) and contains all code systems:
Abbreviations, number-codes, letter-codes, LDO-numbers for medals & insignias and the RZM-numbers for NSDAP- & SS-equipment.

The official lists with letter codes end with "ozz", but the book contains additional pages of detected later wartime codes.

Order address:
GGBuch@web.de

| Price EU: | € 37 incl. shipping |
| Price non-EU: | $ 47 incl. shipping |